314	MYSELF AND MY FRIENDS
When Gilbert Murray appeared before the curtain
he saw a sea of faces He spoke of Greek drama, of the
union of poetry and drama, of the power of the living
voice to stir emotion The play began I have never
felt such stillness m the theatre Every one of us felt
it and knew it foi what it was the sign of rapt atten-
tion The lovely play, the greatest I think that was
ever written, went on with its superb motion of increasing
grandeur until the climax comes, the recognition of the
sister and the brother, still no sound All wondering
what can happen to thwart the hand of fate which lies
so heavy on these lost chiklrc n of a sti u ken house Then
the gasp of iclu f to know that Eunpich s is stronger than
the gocls to see him bringing them down to earth to
remedy the <vil they have wrought, and then the
happy snule when at last it is qmt< sun that "Orestes"
and "Iphigema" arc fi ee igam are fix e at last Where
elsewhere in this world can happmc ss like this be found
happiness all purged of &< If because it arises from the
happiness of othns'
Much applause but there was no need attention
such as that audience gave 1$ all the applause the artist
wants, though the woman behind the artist may take
it gladly enough The house unplud I went home
The next day carnc a letter from Gilbeit Muiray I
give it
"i3th December, 1932
"Dear Lillah,
"That was a most beautiful performance to-day
and I fully share the enthusiasm of the audience I
am not sure that *Iphigema* is not your very best
part You gave it the long-sustained power and
variety that it needs, as well as the fine speaking I
should have liked to come round afterwards, but I
had some unfinished work to settle before going back
to Oxford But I wanted to talk to somebody m
order to bubble over, so eventually I rang up Mase-
field in the evening, and we agreed what a world of

